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Abstract 

 

 Scholars have long acknowledged the cultural significance of ancient literature like 

Homer’s Odyssey and Virgil’s Aeneid. It is of no doubt that readers learn more about Roman and 

Grecian culture and tradition from studying these sources, and such research has been done in the 

past and will continue to be done in the future. This thesis goes even further to examine how the 

relationships established in both epic poems accurately depict the societies of ancient Greece and 

Rome. From examining the relationship between Odysseus and Athena to the relationship of 

Aeneas and Dido, this paper explores how readers can effectively learn much about an 

individual’s culture and the tradition of society during that period of time by noticing repetition 

of values, how individuals conduct themselves, and the interactions of strangers and friends 

alike.  
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Process Analysis Statement 

 

 

I have always been enamored with classic literature because of what it teaches readers. 

When I became an English Literature major, I was excited to find out what I could learn of the 

time period that the literature was written in. Surprisingly, I learned more about the culture 

behind certain literary works from my Honors Humanities sequence with Professor Wycislo than 

in the majority of my English classes. It was in one of these humanities courses that I was able to 

fully appreciate Homer’s Odyssey and Virgil’s Aeneid. Unlike my previous experiences reading 

ancient literature, I learned about ancient Greek and Roman society by making observations in 

the epic poems and connecting them to other information being taught to us in class.  

When it was time to pick a thesis topic, I struggled a bit with coming up with something 

that I would not mind working on independently for a dedicated set of hours per week. I 

automatically knew that I wanted Professor Wycislo to oversee my honors thesis because of how 

much I learned in his classes, and he helped me to come up with a topic to write about. Since 

Professor Wycislo has an experienced history in the Latin and Greek languages, his help with 

recommending sources and pointing out key parts of both stories to include in my thesis greatly 

progressed the enjoyment I received in working on this project. Unfortunately, with COVID 

regulations, we could not afford to meet in person until I was finished with my rough draft so 

that I could hand him a hard copy. However, we did not let this deter us, and we talked weekly 

and biweekly about my thesis. 

Remarkably, most of my time developing my thesis was spent rereading the epic poems 

and noting key points in which the characters interacted with each other. Any seemingly small 

moment was recorded, and I placed a specific focus on the gods and goddesses interacting with 
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mortals. Originally, my thesis was going to be strictly over how the main characters’ 

relationships with their gods revealed a lot about their culture, but I quickly changed my focus to 

relationships in general when I read through the Aeneid and noticed that Virgil placed more 

emphasis on the characters’ interactions than on the gods. I believe that this tweak in my topic 

allowed me to get the most out of my research and reminded me of how important personal 

interactions are, as they reveal so much of typical societal customs during each era.  

Before discussing any more details of the writing process, I feel the need to remark on 

some flaws I ran into. My greatest flaw in the making of this thesis was believing that I had more 

time allotted to me than I truly did, a common mistake made by most students. Along with this, I 

consider it tragic that Virgil never completed his epic, having died during the writing process. I 

believe that the Aeneid’s completion would have revealed more about ancient Rome and its 

values. Finally, about 3/4ths of the way into the spring semester, I began to wonder if combining 

Homer’s Iliad would have also revealed more about ancient Greece. Having stated this, I truly 

am proud of the end product and believe that those reading this will learn more about ancient 

Greece and Rome just by examining these two epic poems. 

After finishing my final draft, I reread a hard copy I had printed off and made notes in 

pen on areas that I either thought sounded odd or knew had grammatical errors. When I finished 

implementing my own edits, I also implemented the editorial suggestions from Professor 

Wycislo. Along with this, I discussed possible minor word changes with my fiancé, who let me 

know if a sentence sounded better with or without a specific word. For example, a sentence like 

“Odysseus was highly respected above others” changed to “Odysseus was respected above 

others.” While a minor detail, I believe that it makes all the difference.  
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Summary of the Greek and Roman Gods and Goddesses 

 

 

In Greek mythology, Zeus is the head of all the gods and the god of all mortals. He 

presides over all matters of justice and it is through him that the guest-host relationship is given 

such importance. It was believed that every law came from Zeus himself and that he gave 

ordinances to those who administered justice.1 Zeus was worshipped in all Greek cities, which 

shows how highly citizens revered him because cities tended to devote themselves to only one 

god or goddess. In Roman mythology, Zeus is referred to as Jupiter or Jove but performs the 

same tasks as his Greek counterpart. The Roman Etruscan kings considered the god of lightning 

to be so important a figure that he was grouped with Juno and Minerva as a triad that was placed 

in “a great temple” at Rome’s capitol.2  

In Greek mythology, Hera is the goddess of marriage and the lives of women. She is 

known for her status as Zeus’ wife and for her extreme jealousy towards his various mistresses. 

The island of Samos and the city of Argos held cult centers devoted to the goddess, and Argos 

held the Heraia festival in honor of her.3 In Roman mythology, Hera is referred to as Juno, the 

wife of Jupiter. Unlike her counterpart, Juno was known not as the goddess of marriage but 

rather as goddess of the moon, though she did become assimilated with the minor goddesses of 

childbirth and marriage over time. Rome’s Esquiline Hill had a temple for Juno where the 

Matronalia festival devoted to the goddess was held annually on March 1st. 4 

Among the Greeks, Pallas Athene, also known as Athena, is the goddesses of wisdom 

and battle strategy. There are different origin stories for Athena, with one claiming that she was 

 
1 Walter Burkert and John Raffan, ed., Greek Religion, 130 
2 Michael Stapleton, A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Mythology, 126 
3 Stapleton, 94-95 
4 Stapleton, 126 
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born from Zeus’ forehead and another claiming that she was born from the union of Zeus and 

Metis. The city of Athens believed that the goddess was their very own, even though she was 

also worshipped in Crete and by Samoan potters, who regarded Athena as “the teacher of their 

craft.”5 She and Poseidon are stated to have been rivals due to the two immortal beings originally 

fighting over who had the right to possess the Acropolis in Athens. Athena won the rivalry by 

creating an olive tree that continued to grow while Poseidon struck a rock and a salt-water spring 

formed. Athena’s victory symbolized the power of civilization and its “just division of roles” 

among citizens that is accomplished by using “organizational wisdom.”6 In Roman mythology, 

Athena goes by the name of Minerva and is known as the goddess of war and artisans. Romans 

celebrated her birthday at the feast of the Quinquatrus, which occurred five days after the ides of 

March.7 

Hades is the god of the Underworld in Greek mythology, and he watches after all the mortal 

souls once they perish. Unlike the other gods, Hades is never explicitly named in Homer’s 

Odyssey because Greeks tried not to speak his name aloud whether it be due to fear or out of 

respect. He is usually depicted as either the second eldest of his brothers with the oldest being 

Zeus or as the eldest of the three with Zeus being the youngest. Hades and his queen, 

Persephone, ruled over the Underworld. In Roman mythology, Hades is more commonly referred 

to as Pluto. However, the Romans also tried not to speak his name aloud for reasons either 

associated with fear, respect, or a combination of both. 

For the Greeks, Aphrodite is the goddess of beauty, love, and fertility. It was believed that 

Cronus created the goddess when he castrated Uranus, his father, and flung his genitals into the 

 
5 Stapleton, 42-43 
6 Burkert, 141 
7 Stapleton, 140 
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sea. Foam, or aphros, formed around them and Aphrodite emerged from this onto Paphos’ 

shores.8 Another origin story has her as the daughter of Zeus and Diane. Although she is the wife 

of Hephaestus, the love goddess has countless affairs with Ares, much to the shame and anger of 

her husband. As a result of their relationship, Ares and Aphrodite have three children together: 

Deimos (terror), Phobus (fear), and Harmonia (concord).9 Corinth and sailors worshipped the 

goddess, given her creation in water. In Roman mythology, Aphrodite is referred to as Venus, 

and her status as Aeneas’ mother resulted in Julius Caesar erecting a temple in her honor in 48 

B.C.10  

In Greek mythology, Persephone is a fertility goddess whose abduction by Hades led her to 

become the goddess of the Underworld. As the daughter of Demeter, their roles were inseparable 

and where Demeter represented crops ready for harvest, Persephone represented still-growing 

crops. This is a possible allusion to her original name of Kore, which means “maiden.”11 As a 

result of Persephone’s habitation in the Underworld for about half a year, induced from her 

eating either four to six pomegranate seeds, Demeter causes Earth’s vegetation to enter into a 

state of slumber until her daughter returns to her. This myth is commonly used to explain why 

we have the four different seasons. Persephone’s abduction by Hades suggests “a double 

dimension” between the mortal realm and the realm of the deceased, in which “death is 

introduced into life” and “life is introduced into death.”12 This combination of death and life was 

highly common amongst fertility gods and goddesses because Greeks associated fertility with 

 
8 Stapleton, 29 
9 Stapleton, 29 
10 Stapleton, 207 
11 Stapleton, 175 
12 Burkert 161 
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death since every living thing must eventually perish. In Roman mythology, she is referred to as 

Proserpina and rules over the dead along with her husband, Pluto. 

Poseidon, in Greek myth, is known as the god of the sea and earth and was even titled the 

“Lord of Horses.” Seafaring people worshipped him, and Homer’s Odyssey has his favorite city 

being that of Pylos. Brother to Zeus and Hades, different origin stories list him as either the 

second eldest behind Hades or the youngest with Zeus as the oldest. In Roman mythology, 

Poseidon is called Neptune and is also known as the god of the sea and water in general. Romans 

held a grand festival for Neptune on July 23rd, which was typically the hottest time of the year.13 

Ares is known as the Greek god of warlike spirit. Despite his status as an immortal being, he 

receives little to no respect from Greeks who despise the violence that he incites, though Thebes 

paid him honor since he was the father of Harmonia, who married the city’s founder, Cadmus.14 

In Homer’s Iliad, Ares’ cry of pain and rage from being wounded terrify both Trojan and Greek 

soldiers. In Roman mythology, Ares is referred to as Mars, the god of war and agriculture. 

Unlike his Greek counterpart, Mars was highly revered in Rome and considered to be one of the 

most important gods. His stance as a god of war and agriculture resulted in many farmers who 

were called to fight for their civilization praying to him for protection of their fields and a 

bountiful harvest to return to after war.15 As a war god, Mars inspired Roman soldiers with a 

warlike spirit, and Romans held celebrations devoted to him during March, October, February, 

and every five years at his altar in Rome’s Campus Martius during their purification ceremony. 

In celebration of his victory over Julius Caesar’s murderers, Octavian built a temple at the foot of 

Esquiline Hill in dedication to Mars.  

 
13 Stapleton, 144 
14 Stapleton, 32 
15 Stapleton, 132 
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In Greek mythology, Hermes is portrayed as a young, athletic man and is the god of thieves, 

fertility, luck, and travel. Of these duties, he was most well-known for his status as the god of 

thievery, though a more appropriate word would be “trickery.” The son of Zeus and Maia, 

Hermes managed to steal cows from Apollo by creating shoes that allowed him to look as though 

he were a cow walking backwards, baffling the god of medicine. When Apollo learned Hermes 

stole his cattle, he was infuriated until he saw that Hermes created a gorgeous lyre by killing two 

of the cows. In exchange for the lyre, Apollo gave Hermes the rest of his cattle and the two 

became very close with Apollo treating him like a younger brother.16 Hermes is also believed to 

be the messenger of all the gods and the guide of all mortals to the Underworld. Due to his status 

as a young god and possibly also for his trickster nature, he was a favorite among young men. In 

Roman mythology, Hermes is referred to as Mercury, the god of traders and merchants. Unlike 

his Grecian counterpart, Mercury is not known as being the messenger of the gods, and that 

position is instead given to Iris. Although the merchant god did have a temple dedicated to him 

in 495 B.C. on the Aventine Hill, he was never an important state god.17 Traders and merchants 

worshipped him and celebrated a festival devoted to the god on May 15th.  

Hephaestus was known as the god of craftsmen and fire in Greek myth due to his skill with 

metalwork and armory. The son of Zeus and Hera, he was flung from Mount Olympus as a result 

of his mother being disgusted with his appearance. Hephaestus landed on the island of Lemnos, 

where he was warmly welcomed. Greeks valued the smith god, as his skill in forging weapons 

would have made him a highly useful member of the community since most men were able to 

fight but there were not many who could create the weaponry and armory necessary for 

 
16 Stapleton, 104, Burkert 156-157 
17 Stapleton, 139 
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fighting.18 In Roman mythology, Hephaestus is referred to as Vulcan, but he was only given the 

title as the god of fire and not the additional god of smiths that his Grecian counterpart was 

known for. It was speculated that over time, he eventually also became associated with 

blacksmiths, which most likely resulted from his connection to his Grecian counterpart. As 

suggested by his namesake, Vulcan was initially believed to be the protector from volcanic fire, 

and Romans held the Volcanalia festival devoted to the god on August 23rd, where live fish 

caught from the Tiber River were flung into fire as a sacrifice for the goodwill of Vulcan in 

hopes that he would keep volcanoes from erupting and causing destruction to their lands.19 

In Greek mythology, Apollo was known as the god of music, medicine, and prophecy. It was 

believed that he had divine archery skills, and Homer calls him the “god of archers” in book 21 

of the Odyssey, during which Ithaca is celebrating the god’s festal day, which inspires Penelope 

to have her suitors compete for the right to marry her in an archery competition. Along with this, 

Apollo was stated to be the god of herdsmen, as seen in how he owns a hefty herd of cattle that 

Odysseus’ men slaughter and eat despite their leader’s strict instructions not to, which causes 

harm to befall them. One of the most well-known cities that worshipped Apollo was Delphi, 

whose oracles were given supreme authority on anything that dealt with religion.20 Apollo is the 

twin of Artemis, both born from the union between Zeus and Leto. Due to Hera’s jealous rage, 

no country felt safe enough to house Leto without inspiring Hera’s wrath, which led Leto to give 

birth to Artemis on the island of Ortygia and Apollo on the island of Delos. When Apollo grew 

to adulthood, he ventured out to hunt Python, a serpent that Hera sent after Leto, and he defiled a 

sacred place when he killed the serpent where Delphi’s oracle spoke. As a result of Python’s 

 
18 Stapleton, 93 
19 Stapleton, 210 
20 Stapleton, 31 
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defeat at the hands of Apollo, the Greeks celebrated the Pythian Games. In Roman mythology, 

Apollo keeps his name but is known mainly as the god of healing, though Romans also 

acknowledged him as the god of prophecy. This is seen in Virgil’s Aeneid when Apollo uses the 

Sibyl to speak to Aeneas and instruct him on the correct path to follow in order to fulfill the 

prophecy allotted to him for his people. Following a plague in 433 B.C, Rome established a 

temple devoted to Apollo, and Emperor Augustus built another temple dedicated to the god on 

Palatine Hill following Rome’s victory at the Battle of Actium.21  

Artemis is the goddess of children, wild animals, and hunting in Greek mythology. Similar to 

her twin, Artemis is remarked as being highly skilled in archery, and the Odyssey mentions how 

elderly mortals are shot with gentle arrows when they pass away. The seaport of Ephesus housed 

her cult, and her temple is one of the seven great wonders of the world.22 Artemis is widely 

known for her virgin nature, which creates the belief that the hunter must be pure in his sport 

since the goddess of hunting herself is pure. In other words, a hunter can gain favor with Artemis 

by displaying acts of chastity and purity.23 In Roman mythology, Artemis is referred to as Diana, 

the fertility goddess of hunting. The goddess was believed to watch over women in childbirth, 

which is possibly where her status as a fertility goddess comes from.24  

 

 

  

 
21 Stapleton, 32 
22 Stapleton, 40 
23 Burkert, 150 
24 Stapleton, 67 
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Greek God/Goddess 

 

Alternate Titles 

 

God/Goddess of 

 

Worshipped at 25 

 

 

Zeus 

 

Lightning God 

God of Lightning 

Almighty Zeus 

 

Gods, Mortals, Skies, 

Guest-Host 

Relationship, Justice 

 

 

Every Household 

 

Hera 

 

Zeus’ wife 

 

Marriage, Women 

 

Samos, Argos 

 

Poseidon 

 

Earth-shaker 

 

Sea, Earth, Horses 

 

Aegas, Pylos 

 

Hades 

 

King of the Dead 

Aides 

 

Underworld 

 

 

Ares 

  

Warlike Spirit 

 

Thebes 

 

Aphrodite 

  

Beauty, Love, Fertility 

 

Corinth 

 

Apollo 

 

God of Archers 

Apollo the Leader 

 

Medicine, Music, 

Prophecy, Herdsmen 

 

 

Delphi, Delos 

 

Artemis 

 

Mistress of the 

Animals 

 

Children, Wild Animals, 

Hunting 

 

 

Seaport at Ephesus 

 

Hermes 

 

Messenger of the 

Gods 

 

Thieves, Fertility, Luck, 

Travel, Guide of Mortals 

to the Underworld 

 

 

Kyllene in Elis 

 

Hephaestus 

 

Hephaistos 

 

Blacksmiths, Craft, Fire 

 

Lemnos 

 

Persephone 

 

Kore 

Queen of the Dead 

 

Underworld, Still-

Growing Crops 

 

 

Syracuse 

 
25 All information received comes from Burkert, the Odyssey, and Stapleton 
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Athena 

 

Pallas Athene 

 

 

Wisdom, Battle Strategy 

 

Athens, Crete 
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Roman God/Goddess 

 

Alternate Titles 

 

God/Goddess of 

 

Worshipped at 26 

 

Jupiter 

 

Jove 

Supreme God 

 

Gods, Mortals, Skies, 

Justice 

 

 

Every Household 

 

Juno 

 

Queen of Argos 

 

Moon, Childbirth, 

Marriage 

 

 

Esquiline Hill 

 

Neptune 

 

Father of Horses 

 

Sea, Water 

 

 

Pluto 

 

King of the Dead 

 

 

Underworld 

 

 

Mars 

  

War, Agriculture 

 

Throughout Rome, 

Esquiline Hill 

 

 

Venus 

 

Cytherea 

 

Beauty, Love 

 

 

Apollo 

  

Healing, Prophecy 

 

Palatine Hill 

 

Diana 

 

Goddess of 

Crossroads 

 

 

Hunting, Fertility 

 

 

Mercury 

  

Traders, Merchants 

 

Aventine Hill 

 

Vulcan 

  

Fire (Volcanic) 

 

 

Proserpina 

 

Queen of the Dead 

Juno of the Dead 

 

 

Underworld 

 

 

Minerva 

 

Power of Armies 

 

War and Artisans 

 

 

 
26 All information received comes from Stapleton, the Aeneid, and Jörg Rüpke’s Relgion of the 

Romans 
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Greeks and their relationships as portrayed in the Odyssey 

 

 

The Odyssey tells the story of a pious man named Odysseus who becomes stranded on an 

island for seven years with Calypso, the daughter of Atlas. While Odysseus makes the 

treacherous journey back home to his native island of Ithaca, his son, Prince Telemachus, sets off 

from Ithaca’s shores to learn more about his father. Through King Nestor and King Menelaus, 

Telemachus gains more information about who his father was as an individual and is inspired to 

become a respectable man like Odysseus. Meanwhile, Odysseus encounters Princess Nausicaa 

on the island of Scheria, who bathes him and gives instructions to her father’s palace, where 

Odysseus recounts how drifted ashore their island. After defeating the Trojans, Odysseus and his 

men set off for home, but they encountered obstacles along the way. One of these obstacles was 

the island of the Cyclopes, who were an uncivilized and barbaric group of people. After blinding 

Polyphemus the Cyclops for killing Odysseus’ men and keeping them trapped in a cave, 

Odysseus tells the giant that his name was “No One” so that Polyphemus could not identify him 

and his neighbors would not help him. However, when Odysseus and his remaining men got 

back to their ship, he haughtily taunted Polyphemus and revealed his true name; Polyphemus 

cursed him by praying to his father, Poseidon, that Odysseus either died at sea or came home a 

broken man. Poseidon answered this prayer, and the result was Odysseus being the only survivor 

after encountering many obstacles. At the end of his tale, King Alcinous provided Odysseus a 

free ride back to Ithaca, where Athena immediately disguised him in order to remain 

unrecognized by other Ithacans. Prince Telemachus notices Odysseus, who looks like a beggar, 

and treats him with kindness. When Athena reveals Odysseus’ true features, Prince Telemachus 

is amazed and overjoyed. The father and son come up with a plan to kill the suitors of Odysseus’ 
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wife Penelope, which works splendidly. Penelope’s wisdom allows her to recognize her husband, 

and peace is brought about by Athena at the end of the Homeric epic.  

Athena watches over Odysseus and his family throughout the course of the Odyssey. The 

goddess of wisdom made Telemachus go on a voyage in an attempt to find his father or at least 

what he was like. Therefore, she began Telemachus’ rite of passage into manhood because he 

needed t learn how to make decisions for himself and take command of his household. In Greek 

society, if an individual could not take command of his household, they were still a boy and not a 

man. In order to be a man, one needed to have a sense of authority that made others want to 

listen and do as instructed of them; servants should not be allowed to make decisions as they 

please as it created a sense of disorder. Typically, boys would learn how to behave from their 

fathers, which is why Telemachus’ search for Odysseus was so important.  

While Telemachus would enjoy having his father in his life, it was more important that he 

have someone to learn from in how to become a man, especially from someone as wise and 

highly respected as Odysseus. In this we also see the idea of respecting tradition, as Telemachus 

cannot simply behave as the head of the household without experience, and experience comes 

both from time and those who have had more time to live. For example, Nestor’s and Menelaus’ 

kingdoms were grand and both kings had a strong command of their servants. At Telemachus’ 

own palace, the suitors did whatever they pleased and the house fell into disarray because no one 

was watching after it; many of the servants no longer listened to the original masters of the house 

and instead helped the suitors while behaving snidely to Penelope, Telemachus, and any of the 

servants who still respected the original orders that Odysseus gave when he still lived there.   

Athena visits Penelope randomly in order to help her succumb to a blissful sleep and 

made her appear even more beautiful to the suitors in order to flame the lust in their hearts. The 
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entire reason that the suitors were staying in Odysseus’ palace and eating all of his food was 

because they were trying to court his wise and beautiful wife. For Athena to make Penelope 

appear even more beautiful before the suitors so that they would be driven to lust means that they 

needed a reminder of why they continued to defile Zeus’ sacred guest-host relationship. This 

renewed vigor also refreshed Odysseus’ hatred of the suitors for at least two reasons. Firstly, the 

suitors reacting with renewed interest in Penelope proved that they ransacked Odysseus’ palace 

for courting reasons and also for the sake of taking what they pleased and treating the servants as 

they wished. This means faithful servants like Eurymachus faced mistreatment from the younger 

Ithacans – who did not even deserve to be ordering him around in the first place – while vulgar 

servants like the young and abusive Melanthius benefitted and mocked whomever they pleased. 

Secondly, the men who fought for the right to marry Penelope went about it improperly, and the 

lack of respect they showed to her supposedly deceased husband’s palace would be considered 

highly uncivilized in a cultured society. 

The machine constructed by Epeus, the Trojan horse, was a result of Athena developing 

the idea and aiding in its creation. The Trojan Horse was a turning point in the war against Troy, 

as it caught the Tojans off guard and allowed the Greek soldiers to raid their city at night when 

the Trojan soldiers would have been without armor and weaponry to defend themselves. Having 

the goddess of wisdom and battle strategy herself design such a remarkable object with the idea 

of treating it as a sacrifice for her showed that the Greeks had a major advantage over the 

Trojans. Whichever side that Athena was on would have been the side that was determined to 

win, and Odysseus’ piety and wisdom would have attracted the goddess to the Greeks’ side. Of 

course, Athena also refused to side with the Trojans because Paris spurned her in the Iliad when 

he declared that Aphrodite was more gorgeous than Hera and Athena, a statement made after 
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each goddess offered to give Paris individual gifts based on whom he chose, with Athena’s gift 

being that of wisdom for so long as he lived.27 This was an affront against Athena because Paris 

rejecting her for the goddess of love showed that he considered physical beauty more important 

than a sharp wit, something that the Greeks would have been highly against.  

At the end of the epic poem, Athena helped to create peace between Odysseus and the 

men of Ithaca whose sons he slaughtered in revenge for disrespecting the guest-host relationship 

established by Zeus. While Odysseus could have massacred the entire army with the help of 

Athena, the goddess knew that more bloodshed was not appropriate. The suitors desecrated 

Odysseus’ palace when he was away, and they had many chances to change their behavior and 

realize the error of their ways. However, the fathers of the suitors were only guilty of turning a 

blind eye to the disrespect that their sons showed the king of Ithaca’s abode. If Odysseus 

continued to fight the citizens of Ithaca, there would be no peace between him and the villagers. 

Knowing when a battle is unnecessary shows a great amount of wisdom, and it also depicts how 

Greek civilization loathed needless violence. If Ares was the main god on Odysseus’ side 

throughout the epic poem, a different story would have been told, one of uncivilized barbaric 

actions in war when battle strategy was necessary to ensure a swift victory. Even though Ares is 

associated with a warlike spirit, Athena’s level-headed wisdom would have been more respected 

as the battles that she involved herself in were not done for pleasure or revenge but rather as a 

means to achieve something absolutely necessary. For instance, the Trojan War would have been 

necessary for Athena to contribute in because Paris willingly went against Zeus’ strict guest-host 

relationship. Since Athena was supposedly born of her father, the two shared a special 

 
27 Virgil and R. Fagles, ed., Aeneid, 17  
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connection, and a mortal opposing an age-old tradition set by the mightiest of the gods would 

have angered her more than not winning the title of the “Fairest Goddess.”28  

Poseidon prevents Odysseus and his crew members from returning to Ithaca after 

Odysseus blinded Polyphemus, the god’s son. Before Poseidon began tormenting Odysseus, he 

asked his brother Zeus for permission to do so. Even though Poseidon would have been justified 

to seek vengeance on Odysseus for damaging Polyphemus, the water god still talked to his 

brother out of respect for Zeus’ position as the god of all gods. This shows that even the 

immortal beings have a strict sense of authority, something that kept them from warring against 

each other. If there was no set leader on Mt. Olympus, nothing would prevent the gods from 

attacking each other or trying to roam throughout lands not designated to them. This amount of 

chaos would undoubtedly ruin the mortal world; nothing would prevent Ares from engaging two 

opposing sides in a useless war or Aphrodite from haphazardly pairing mortals together with 

potentially no regard to their marital status. Of course, more drastic consequences would also be 

a risk, which makes Zeus’ position as head of all godly involvements so important. Since 

Poseidon recognized Zeus’ position as his superior, he did not hesitate to seek permission and 

accept whatever answer his brother provided him, even if the answer would be no. As a just god, 

Zeus understood Poseidon’s anger and knew that he wanted to act on the prayer that his son sent 

to him. Zeus was also aware that Odysseus screamed his name to Polyphemus after the Ithacan 

soldiers were in the ocean and out of the cyclops’ reach, an act of hubris that demanded 

immediate consequences. 

When Poseidon caught Odysseus on a make-shift craft to Ithaca, he interfered. After 

being stuck seven years on Calypso’s island, Odysseus was finally allowed to start heading home 
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to Ithaca, and Poseidon became enraged when he saw Odysseus still alive. In order to keep 

Odysseus from having a quick escape on his raft, Poseidon used his trident to churn the waves 

into chaos. Odysseus would have died had not Leucothea – Cadmus’ previously mortal daughter 

that lived in the sea’s depths – given him an immortal scarf that allowed him to fear “neither pain 

nor death” so long as he immediately untied it from his waist upon reaching land and tossed it 

“into the wine-dark sea, far from shore” with his head turned away.29 Many classic Grecian 

tragedies featured some type of divine intervention, and the fact that Odysseus was ordered to 

turn his gaze away when he flung the immortal cloth back into the ocean further supports the 

separation of the mortal from the immortal. Even though Leucothea was once mortal, her 

recreation as an immortal placed her on a superior level to Odysseus, and his pious behavior 

towards her saved his life and allowed him to safely wash ashore. If Odysseus kept the scarf 

instead of returning it, he would have faced grave consequences for his impiety. 

Odysseus expects strangers to uphold the guest-host relationship established by Zeus just 

as he does in his household. It is stated at various points in the epic poem that every stranger and 

beggar comes from Zeus, who would be the first of the gods to punish anyone who treated 

strangers with contempt. As a pious man, Odysseus would never take Zeus’ sacred oath of the 

guest-host relationship in vain. In Odysseus, we see how the guest was expected to behave; 

unlike the zealous suitors who demanded everything from the palace’s servants, Odysseus 

accepted what was given to him and treated his hosts with respect, making sure to compliment 

their kingdom and – if they had any – their children. This is seen when Odysseus landed on the 

island of Scheria, home of the Phaeacians, and Princess Nausicaa found him in a ragged state and 

ordered that her servants bathe him. Even though Odysseus appeared homeless and the princess 
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was a young woman, she knew to treat the stranger with kindness as her father most likely 

instructed her to do at a young age. Knowing how scandalous it looked for her to be seen with a 

strange man even after he was bathed and given clothes to wear, Nausicaa gave him directions to 

her father’s palace and headed back with her servants. Greeks listening to the tale would have 

considered the young princess’ wise decision as inspired by Athena. Remembering how 

Nausicaa treated him with the proper respect demanded from Zeus, Odyssues commended King 

Alcinous and Queen Arete for how properly they raised their children, as Nausicaa represented 

her brothers as well. The guest-host relationship established by Zeus goes with his other title as 

the god of justice because treating others with mutual respect falls within the definition of 

justice, as the lack of respect causes people to commit crimes against one another. By 

disrespecting the guest-host relationship, the suitors broke a sacred oath established by Zeus and 

also behaved unjustly towards a fellow Ithacan. The Greeks understood that their ability to 

recognize injustice in a cultured society made them a civilization and not a clan of barbarians. 

Calypso, daughter of the Titan Atlas, lives on an island by herself where not even the 

gods visit her, so she becomes quickly attached to Odysseus when he drifts ashore her island of 

Ogygia. Due to her loneliness and Odysseus’ striking features, Calypso prevents him from 

leaving Ogygia for seven years. When Calypso spoke with Hermes about Odysseus, she became 

enraged when told that Zeus commanded her to let Odysseus voyage home. Calypso ranted about 

how none of the goddesses were allowed to have mortal lovers. She then goes into detail of how 

all of Odysseus’ shipmates died when Zeus crushed their ship “with one hurl of a white-hot 

bolt,” making Odysseus the sole survivor who arrived on a keel-board where Calypso 

“welcomed him warmly, cherished him, [and] even vowed to make the man immortal.”30 While 
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seemingly a good representation of the guest-host relationship, the opposite is true; in the ideal 

guest-host relationship, neither party uses the other for their own benefit. Both merely delight in 

each other’s presence and honor the oath first established for them by the god of justice himself. 

Calypso disrespects the oath by taking care of Odysseus with ulterior motives and trying to 

reason against Hermes that she deserved to keep Odysseus because she took care of him, 

something naturally expected of a host to do when a guest washed up on their island. For this 

reason, it would be understandable that Hermes did not try to see her point of view and instead 

reminded her of Zeus’ power and how disobeying a direct order from the god of all gods only 

resulted in severe consequences. 

Even though Calypso is an immortal nymph whose beauty surpasses mortal women, 

Odysseus holds no love for her in his heart because he loves his wife, Penelope. When Calypso 

told Odysseus that he could leave Ogygia and head towards his native home in Ithaca, she stated 

that if he knew what fate awaited him at home, he would remain there with her as an immortal 

being. As Calypso revealed this, she brought up the fact that she knew Odysseus longed to go 

home to his native land and wife. She compared herself to Penelope, stating that she “just might 

claim to be nothing less than [Penelope,] neither in face nor in figure” and Odysseus responded 

with how his wife “falls far short of [Calypso], [her] beauty, stature [because Penelope] is mortal 

after all.”31 Greeks believed that no mortal could match the beauty or physical prowess of a god, 

and though Calypso is a nymph and not technically a goddess, her status as an immortal being 

meant that her appearance would still have been superior to that of a mere mortal woman. 

Odysseus knew better than to lie to Calypso that Penelope was more attractive, and he kept his 

focus on how his return to Ithaca was not solely for the love of his wife but for the life he left 
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behind when he went to war against the Trojans. This desire to return to his traditional way of 

living rather than stay on an island as an immortal with only a nymph as company would have 

been understandable in ancient Greek society. This shows how Greeks were more individualistic 

and acted in ways that they thought best for them and not necessarily for others. More than that, 

though, it showed the general consensus frowned upon living in an isolated location away from 

civilization. This could possibly be due to the fact that citizens were needed for a civilization to 

thrive, and interaction amongst citizens ensured that culture stayed alive through discourse and 

social activities. We notice the necessity of social interaction when Odysseus speaks to King 

Alcinous and Queen Arete about his time with Calypso and how he came to be stranded on 

Ogygia for seven years. He commented that “no one, god, or mortal, dare[ed] approach her” on 

the distant island.32 Following this, Odysseus reveals that “some power brought [him] to her 

hearth, alone” and called himself “cursed” due to these events.33  

Hermes visited Calypso on her island of Ogygia at the instruction of Zeus, who 

demanded that Calypso release Odysseus in order for the weathered-down mortal to journey 

home. In order to reach Calypso, Hermes used his winged sandals, implying that the nymph lived 

at an inconvenient location for even gods to get to. Hermes’ blunt nature is seen when he talks to 

Calypso, who claims that none of the gods ever visit her on the island, to which the messenger 

god replies that she should not be surprised because no one would roam across the vast sea of 

their own volition. According to Hermes, it would be a waste for the gods to visit her temple-less 

island because there were not even any mortals to offer the gods burned sacrifices.34 Hermes’ 

reluctance to visit Calypso unless ordered by Zeus shows how Greek civilization looked down on 
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asocial creatures. Social interaction was necessary for a civilization to prosper, especially 

because the resulting religious festivities and temples garnered the gods’ attention and the village 

would be protected for their piety.  
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Romans and their relationships as portrayed in the Aeneid 

 

 

In the Aeneid, a man named Aeneas, greatly revered for his piety to the gods, winds up 

ashore at Carthage. Venus, his mother, disguises herself to talk to her son and places him and 

Achates in a mist so that no other mortal could see them. This allows the two Trojans to venture 

to Queen Dido’s palace, where they see that their shipmates have already encountered the village 

citizens. The mist breaks, revealing Aeneas and his companion, and the Trojans are treated as 

guests. At a feast prepared especially for the strangers, Queen Dido asks Aeneas how he and his 

men ended up on her shores. Aeneas explains how the Greek army overthrew Troy in the dead of 

night through a clever battle tactic of disguising a wood-crafted horse as an offering to the god 

Minerva, which the Trojans tried to pass off as their own offering to the goddess. In reality, the 

wooden horse was a trap that held some of the Greek soldiers inside of it while the others waited 

outside of the city’s walls for their brothers-in-arms to let them in. Many Trojans were 

slaughtered, and Troy fell that night as a result. Aeneas carried his father, Anchises, upon his 

back and ordered his wife and child, Cruesa and Iulus, to follow close behind him. The surviving 

Trojans met at the shores, where they proceeded to load everyone into ships in order to escape. 

Unfortunately, Cruesa died before she left the city, and Aeneas saw her ghost before heading out 

with his son and father. The gods declared that Aeneas would play a role in helping the ex-

Trojans found a new city where they could reestablish the one that they lost. Juno, the wife of 

Jupiter, harbored hate in her heart for the unfortunate Trojans and made every attempt possible to 

keep them from reaching their destined shores. Before reaching Carthage, they encountered other 

territory that proved to be too barbaric for them to live. After hearing his tale, Dido announced 

that the Trojans would always be welcome in her city. Venus and Juno work together to pair the 

Queen up with Aeneas, and a scandal eventually arises that makes way to a kingly son of Zeus. 
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This son is outraged at their relationship because he was previously spurned by Dido, even 

though he provided the land that her people lived on. Zeus becomes annoyed at Aeneas for 

delaying the prophecy assigned to him by divine forces, and he sends Mercury to the mortal 

realm in order to talk to Aeneas. Mercury’s visit reminds Aeneas of his duty to his fellow 

Trojans, and he leaves behind a heartbroken Dido, who curses the Trojan race as she kills 

herself. After many trials, Aeneas and his men finally make it onto the shores of Italy, where 

they find both friends and foes awaiting them. When Aeneas is promised the daughter of the 

Italian King Latinus, his Queen is filled with rage and inspires her favorite suitor, the Rutulian 

Turnus, to declare war against these strangers. Luckily, Aeneas is able to side with the King of 

Arcadia, Evander, who offers his son Pallas as a comrade to fight alongside the Trojans. When 

the time of war comes, many lose their lives, including Pallas, which fills Aeneas with fury. 

Aeneas stops the war by declaring that Turnus and he should be the only ones to fight, which 

Turnus initially agrees to, but ends up dishonoring by having his men engage with Aeneas’ men. 

In the end, Aeneas defeats him and almost spares his life when he sees that Turnus is wearing 

Pallas’ sword-belt as a spoil of war. Grief-stricken and angry, he murders Turnus, and the epic 

ends here, unfinished.  

Goddess of love and mother of Aeneas, Venus often intervenes at places in the Aeneid in 

an attempt to protect and help Aeneas and the Trojans. Seeing how the Trojans have suffered 

through so much and are still driven on by some terrible fortune, Venus confronts Zeus and asks 

what possible crime Aeneas committed against Zeus that he would allow for all this suffering to 

unfold. When Aeneas lands on the beaches of Carthage, Venus surrounds him and Achates with 

mist so that no one could see, reach, or hold them and cause them to linger around without first 

talking to Dido. When Venus parts the mist she placed around Aeneas and Achates, Aeneas 
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appears as a god since Venus breathed her beauty onto him. Due to Venus’ love of her son and 

the Trojans and Juno’s desire to ruin the plans that the Fates have set out for Trojans to set up 

their new home in Italy, the two goddesses often disagreed with each other. In an attempt to keep 

Trojans from setting sail to Italy, Juno conversed with Venus and persuaded her to set Dido and 

Aeneas up together. While Venus knew that Juno only wanted Dido and Aeneas to become 

married so that their fate could not be fulfilled, she still went along with Juno’s plan but only if 

Jupiter approved of it.  

King of mortals and the gods who rule on Mt. Olympus, Jupiter never came down to 

earth to help Aeneas’ journey, but he intervened in other ways. When Jupiter first intervened, he 

sent Mercury to Earth to relay Jupiter’s command that Aeneas and his men immediately leave 

Carthage and set sail for the land promised to them by the gods. Jupiter rarely directly intervenes 

in Aeneas’ journey, with one example being when the Trojan fleet caught fire and the sky god 

sent rain down to drench it. Jupiter’s actions were a result of prayer, something that Virgil most 

likely included in order to show younger Romans that piety to the deathless gods resulted in 

them looking upon Romans and their country in favor and aiding mortals whenever disaster 

struck and/or mortals purposely sought them out. This especially tied into the belief that Jupiter 

was the god of justice. In the same way that Jupiter repaid pious mortals, Romans were expected 

to repay each other and help out their fellow citizens whenever the need arose. 

Prior to arriving at Carthage, Aeneas tragically lost his wife during the fall of Troy. Dido 

also lost her husband before becoming Queen of Carthage, which Juno used to her advantage. 

Aware that Venus cannot resist pairing mortals together, Juno convinced the love goddess to 

help her pair the two widows together. Previous to Venus’ and Juno’s intervention, Dido never 

planned on marrying after her first husband because he was her true love who died by the hands 
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of her own brother. Juno’s plan to prevent the Trojans from reaching their destined new 

homeland might have succeeded if Jupiter’s mortal son did not pray to him as a result of the 

outrage of Dido courting Aeneas and not him, even though Jupiter’s son allotted the land used to 

establish Carthage to Dido. When Jupiter found out that Aeneas and his fellow Trojans were 

stationed in Carthage, he ordered Mercury to command Aeneas to leave Carthage immediately 

for the land fated to them. Aeneas followed his orders with a heavy heart because he did not 

want to leave Dido, but his sense of piety drove him to obey Jupiter’s command. This act of 

sacrifice accurately portrays the general consensus in the Roman Republic to make decisions that 

affect the country before the self. “Driven by duty,” Aeneas headed back to the Trojan ships in 

order carry on the will of the gods’ even though he wanted to stay at Carthage and “turn away 

[Dido’s] anguish with reassurance.”35 The pain that Aeneas experienced in leaving Dido depicts 

the great extent that Romans valued their nation. If presented with the choice between love and 

family and one’s duty to their Republic, it was expected of Romans to always choose their 

Republic.  

Jupiter’s status as king of all gods and mortals reflects the strong leadership that Romans 

held as an essential part of society. When the gods argued amongst themselves on Mount 

Olympus, Jupiter’s voice made “the lofty house of the gods” fall silent, showing the immense 

power that Jupiter held over all of creation since he reigned supreme over other gods.36 In a 

civilized society, one individual possesses power over all others through earned respect, and 

those that follow under said individual obey any command given to them with the understanding 

that their leader keeps their best interest at heart and behaves in a lawfully just way. For instance, 
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Mark Antony’s relationship with Cleopatra kept him from taking his position as one of Rome’s 

second triumvirate members – a group of three people whose political and military powers 

controlled the country – seriously, which led Caesar Augustus (Octavian) to direct the Roman 

Senate to declare Mark Antony as a traitor to his own country.37 In the Aeneid, Aeneas’ constant 

piety and duty to Rome prevented any of his crew from attempting an uprising as his leadership 

was highly effective and his devotion to providing a worthy home for his fellow ex-Trojans 

inspired them to continue searching for Italy’s shores. While impossible to mimic absolute 

authority over his fellow immortal beings, Jupiter symbolized the perfect balance between justice 

and respect for the ones who follow you. 

As the goddess of marriage, Juno harbors ill will toward the Trojan race because Paris 

chose Venus as the most beautiful goddess instead of Juno, and Venus bestowed Menelaus’ 

newly wedded wife, Helen, unto Paris. Paris not only caused Troy to neglect the guest-host 

relationship by stealing their host’s wife, he also caused Helen to betray the sacred oath of 

marriage. Virgil’s depiction of Juno as the antagonistic god force in Aeneas’ life further 

emphasizes the consequences one faces when angering a god and the high risk of breaking an 

oath.  

When Aeneas sets out to venture into the Underworld in order to speak to his father about 

the Trojans’ next course of action, he heads toward Cumae in order to call upon the Sibyl 

Deiphobe, who must act as his guide in the land of death. Since the Underworld housed all 

deceased mortal souls and was ruled over by Proserpina and Pluto, Aeneas would not be able to 

simply march into this realm without a Sibyl to accompany him, as these women oversaw holy 
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sites and devoted their lives to prophesizing or serving as oracles.38 The requirement of a Sibyl to 

accompany Aeneas for him to easily navigate around the Underworld expressed the importance 

of servitude and obedience to the immortal gods. While any mortal possessed the ability to enter 

Pluto’s realm, only a handful “loved by impartial Jove or borne aloft to the sky” were able to 

return to the mortal realm.39 If Aeneas entered the realm without the Sibyl as a guide, he would 

be lost in the Underworld forever without ever founding Rome. However, Aeneas put aside his 

pride and followed a prophetess of the sacred god Apollo, an act of piety that showed obedience 

to powers higher than his own.  

In the Underworld, the Sibyl explains the different roles each area of the realm served. 

upon exiting the ferry that carried them over the Styx River, Aeneas and the Sibyl arrived at the 

Fields of Mourning where souls “consumed by the harsh, wasting sickness, cruel love” drifted 

along.40 Dido appeared in this place, and Aeneas’ impromptu apology and pleas for forgiveness 

were ignored as she turned from him and walked toward her former husband, who “answer[ed] 

all her anguish, [met] her love with love.”41 This proposes the possibility that couples who 

individually died with some lingering pains induced by or because of love may potentially 

reunite in death. If this is the case, then the goddesses Juno and Venus could be regarded as 

highly powerful in the sense that their powers of love and marriage that bind mortals together in 

life continues to bind them in death. Aeneas and the Sibyl then continued through the 

Underworld, where they witnessed the types of torture that souls underwent in Tartarus.  
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The existence of Tartarus connects to the symbol of justice that Jupiter signifies and 

shows that those who lived wicked lives face condemnation for their crimes in death, whether or 

not they were caught committing these atrocities when alive. Thus, justice played an important 

role in Roman society, as it showed that no bad deed went unpunished. When Aeneas wishes to 

know what crimes the souls committed to Tartarus did to place them there, the Sibyl went into 

detail about how some of the souls ended up being tortured for all eternity, what their endless 

punishment consisted of, and how she knew of these things. According to her, “when Hecate put 

[the Sibyl] in charge of Avernus’ groves she taught [her] all the punishments of the gods [and] 

Hecate led [the Sibyl] through them all.”42 Cretan Rhadamanthus – the lawgiver son of Jupiter 

who previously dispensed justice on the island of Crete – ruled over the land in a strict manner, 

“censuring men, exposing fraud, forcing confessions when anyone up above, reveling in his 

hidden crimes, puts off his day of atonement until he dies.”43 Virgil’s inclusion of the lines 

“forcing confessions…day of atonement” showed that Romans believed evil deeds could be 

atoned for, but it also depicted the foolishness of enjoying crimes they seemingly got away with, 

which possibly served as a warning to younger Roman citizens who may have tended to depart 

from established traditions that lent the majority of their moral codes to the gods each individual 

city worshipped.  

As the pair delved deeper into the depths of Tartarus, the Sibyl informed Aeneas of the 

types of heinous acts that caused mortals to end up in this place. Those who despised their 

brothers when alive, killed their parent, “embroiled clients in fraud,” displayed acts of greed by 

keeping their wealth to themselves and not sharing any with their family, murdered for adultery, 
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or “marched to the flag of civil war and never shrank from breaking their pledge to their lords 

and masters” were forever doomed to eternal torture.44 These misdeeds symbolized how a 

barbaric society without laws functioned, so these uncivilized souls facing torture for eternity 

served as a lesson as to why Roman customs were heavily revered and expected to be followed 

by every citizen. In a civilized society, citizens refrain from murdering their kin or anyone else 

who committed an offense against them. While every Roman believed in due justice, a single 

citizen who was wronged did not have the authority to carry out punishment as they saw fit, as 

their judgment would be biased. For a Roman not to share their wealth with family showed a 

lack of unity in not only one’s bloodline but also for their city. An unwillingness to share with 

your own bloodline also showed an unwillingness to give back to your homeland and look out 

for other citizens.  

After witnessing the fate of souls who committed crimes when alive, Aeneas and the 

Sibyl finally found themselves in front of the gate to the Fortunate Grove, where those who lived 

morally upright lives resided. It is in this place that Anchises is found, most likely due either to 

his relationship with Venus or the pious lifestyle he led. There were different ways a soul ended 

up in Fortunate Grove, but all of the examples the Sibyl listed of how certain men ended up in 

this eternal paradise displayed the traits that every Roman was ideally expected to possess. Men 

who suffered on the battlefield fighting for their country, priests who led a pure life, poets and 

bards who sang praises “fit for Phoebus,” those who created arts that enriched lives, and those 

remembered for “the good they did mankind” all ended up in this ideal realm.45 Virgil’s 

depiction of Romans who died during battle ending up in an Underworld Utopia conveyed the 
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belief that giving your life for your country made you a hero. Romans’ strong nationality made 

their city last for centuries; if every citizen placed the good of their country over their own 

personal interests, then their homeland would endure for generations to come because all the 

citizens would esteem themselves to place tradition above impulse. Those who devoted their 

talents in art to portraying figures and events of Roman pride would also be revered because they 

upheld their culture and showed that Rome was a civilization and not just a land of people whose 

strength kept them alive.  
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Comparison of Greek and Roman Culture  

 

The gods go by different names in both cultures, but they still serve the same roles. Zeus, 

or Jupiter, is revered as the mightiest of all the gods and the father of gods and men; Aphrodite, 

or Venus, is regarded as the loveliest goddess who is in charge of females when they fall in love; 

Pallas Athena or Minerva is seen as the Fighter Queen whose wisdom and battle tactics no other 

god can surpass, etc. In the Odyssey, Calypso complains about how no goddess is allowed to take 

on a mortal lover because it enrages the gods who live on Mt. Olympus. While not directly 

mentioned in the Aeneid, Romans seem to agree with this observation as Anchises was struck 

down by Jupiter’s lightning bolt, which caused him to feel like dead weight to his comrades and 

that he was despised by all of the Powers above. According to Roman lore, Jupiter struck 

Anchises because he was told not to inform others that Aeneas was a result of Anchises and 

Venus being together. It is never revealed why Anchises cannot tell others of Aeneas’ parentage, 

but it most likely comes down to the idea of hubris. If a mortal knew that he or she was born of 

an immortal being, that individual could develop a prideful nature that might possibly hinder 

them from showing piety towards the gods and goddesses. Piety was an ideal for all Romans, 

who “admired discipline, [which was] the mark of their legionary soldiers who conquered and 

held [an empire] for centuries.”46  

Both cultures watched for signs and omens that they believed the gods sent to them. 

While the type of omens differed between Greek and Roman mythology, the basic belief was 

there: the gods sent a sign to whatever culture in order to forewarn or confirm something. For 

instance, the omen that Telemachus and Theoclymenus observed before setting out for Ithaca 
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from Pylos served as a forewarning that no other family lineage would ever rule over Ithaca, 

which meant that none of the suitors would have any luck in their attempt to court Penelope. 

Likewise, when Aeneas and his wife embraced their son while the Battle of Troy raged on 

outside, a “tongue of fire” placed itself atop the young boy’s head around his brow but never 

harmed the child.47 Anchises recognized this as a sign from the gods that they wanted the family 

to continue Troy’s legacy, so he consented to go with Aeneas in search of new land for them to 

replace the burning village of Troy. Zeus sent two signs to Odysseus in the form of a crack of 

thunder and a lightning bolt, as those are two things that belong to him as god of the sky. The 

morning that Odysseus and Telemachus were to kill the suitors in the palace, Odysseus prayed to 

Zeus to send him an omen that he was on their side. In the clear blue sky, Zeus made it thunder 

in answer to Odysseus’ prayer. After Odysseus, still disguised as a beggar, successfully used the 

great bow that none of the suitors could shoot an arrow from, Zeus “cracked the sky with a bolt, 

his blazing sign,” and Odysseus knew that it was time to attack the suitors who mocked him in 

his own household.48  

Greek and Roman cultures valued hospitality, as it was believed that Zeus or Jupiter was 

the god of guest-host relationships. However, the Greeks were better known for their hospitality, 

and multiple examples of guest-host relationships are seen in the Odyssey. Since Greeks believed 

that “[e]very stranger and beggar comes from Zeus,” Penelope’s suitors’ constant neglect of 

Odysseus’ household and mistreatment of Odysseus when disguised as a beggar guaranteed their 

swift demise as they invoked Zeus’ wrath. Romans also believed in the importance of hospitality, 

although not to the extent of Greeks. In the Aeneid, Prince Ilioneus scolds Queen Dido for how 
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the Carthaginians behaved towards strangers, stating that even if Carthage had “no use for 

humankind and mortal armor,” they still needed to treat the Trojans properly as their guests in 

order to “at least respect the gods.”49 By attempting to prevent the Trojans from shoring their 

ships on the island, the Carthaginians disobeyed the sacred guest-host relationship honored by 

the gods. In this we notice the major difference between the Greek and Roman perspective. 

Where the Greeks believed that Zeus established and oversaw the guest-host relationship, 

Romans considered the guest-host relationship as an oath not necessarily overseen by one god 

but rather by the gods in general. Interestingly enough, Romans acknowledged that the guest-

host relationship was established by Zeus himself, as seen when Queen Dido prayed to him and 

asked that the Trojans experience joy at having arrived at Carthage, starting the prayer with 

“Jupiter, you, they say, are the god who grants the laws of host and guest.”50 This could mean 

that Romans understood that Zeus created the special guest-host relationship but that all of the 

gods were expected to oversee it. If true, it offers a splendid depiction of Roman leadership, with 

the idea that once the leader declares something his followers adhere to it and make sure that 

everyone else adheres to it as well. 

While both Greeks and Romans valued piety, Romans used piety to emphasize the duty 

that citizens owed to their home. Unlike the Greeks, Romans greatly valued national unity, and 

talents and virtues were believed to be necessary for rulers of an empire.51 For this reason, Virgil 

wrote Aeneas’ family as one renowned for their piety towards the immortal Powers. The most 

famous instance of Aeneas displaying his devotion to the gods occurred when he left Dido, 

whom he grew to love, because Mercury revealed that Jupiter was not happy that the Trojans 

 
49 Aeneid, 1.652-653 
50 Aeneid, 1.874-876 
51 Virgil and R. Fagles, ed., 14 
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strayed from their journey to Italy’s shores. Of course, Aeneas continuously showed pious 

actions throughout the course of the epic poem, but none made as much of an impact as this 

particular occurrence. This is mainly due to the fact that it showed Aeneas choosing duty over 

desire, especially an immortal duty over a mortal desire. Since Romans believed that Rome was 

established by will of the gods, obedience to the gods was seemingly inseparable from obedience 

to the republic. 

As noticed in the Odyssey, Greeks valued bodily physique. Many passages devoted 

described the appearance of an individual, and many famous Grecian vases and statues showed 

physically strong and beautiful carved bodies. However, while Greek society appreciated 

physical strength, more value was placed on intellect. The biggest indicator of this ideal was seen 

in how Athena was the main goddess throughout the epic and how she loved Odysseus more than 

most mortals because of his wisdom and battle tactics. As the goddess who oversaw battle 

strategy and wisdom, Athena naturally favored the King of Ithaca, and her support ensured a 

swift victory over any foe that the Greeks encountered. Although ancient Greece encouraged 

males to perfect their body through athleticism, Greeks knew excessive brawn would be useless 

without the necessary intellect to know how to use it. An abundance of strong soldiers surely 

meant that defending their nation would be easier, but if no one came up with battle strategies on 

how to use the soldiers, then their strength would be useless.  

The iconic story of Odysseus blinding Polyphemus serves as a perfect depiction of 

intelligence winning over strength. Even though Polyphemus’ strength surpassed that of the 

Greek soldiers – as seen in how he easily moved a giant stone slab over the cave’s mouth – he 

Odysseus brought him down by using a strategic plan. This same plan crafted by the Ithacan 

captain included keeping the cyclops alive – since he was the only one strong enough to move 
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the stone slab – and hiding under his flock of sheep in order to escape since he had to rely on 

touch and not sight. In this instance, Odysseus showed a core belief that ancient Greek 

civilization valued: the ability to not act on impulse and to instead calmly approach any 

misfortunes. 

Unlike the Greeks, Romans believed in brawn over brain. This is perhaps best seen in 

how they celebrated Mars over Minerva, showing that they considered warlike energy of greater 

importance than strategic wisdom. Romans believed that Mars played a pivotal role in the 

development of Rome, as his relationship with the royal priestess Ilia produced twin sons, one of 

which was Romulus. Romulus “inherit[ed] the line and buil[t] the walls of Mars and after his 

own name, call[ed] his people Romans.”52 Perhaps Romans valued strength because of their 

republic being formed thanks to the union of the war god and Ilia rather than their value of 

strength being explained by a possible fabricated legend of their republic’s foundation.  

 

 

 
52 Aeneid, 1.330-332 
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Conclusion 

 

 

Although Greek and Roman societies valued different things, both shared certain 

similarities. At the core of such similarities was the acknowledgement that living in a civilization 

meant owning certain cultured traits and behaving like believers in the gods and their laws and 

not barbarians. While Rome surpassed Greece in strength, Greece’s display of intellect and high 

culture earned their respect amongst the Romans, who allowed some aspects of the Greek 

lifestyle to integrate into their own. Among these were the literature and art of the previous 

Greek society, and this aspect of culture further reminded Romans that a civilization needed both 

strength to defend itself but also intellectual properties to remind its citizens that humanity was 

more than just surviving, but rather enjoying the life you live and having beliefs that keep you 

grounded. The religion that both cultures shared allowed them to understand that actions had 

risks attached to them, and thus served as a conscience for their societies as a whole. Through 

their religion, they had important societal needs like justice, relationships between strangers and 

natives, medical developments, agriculture, and crafting. Many aspects of life today are owed to 

the ancient civilizations that we adapted from, and our foundation being built on tradition 

connects us to the past, the present, and the future generations.  
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